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Abstract

Peer-to-peer systems are typically designed around the
assumption that all peers will willingly contribute re-
sources to a global pool. They thus suffer from freeload-
ers, that is, participants who consume many more re-
sources than they contribute. In this paper, we propose
a general economic framework for avoiding freeloaders
in peer-to-peer systems. Our system works by keeping
track of the resource consumption and resource contri-
bution of each participant. The overall standing of each
participant in the system is represented by a single scalar
value, called theirkarma. A set of nodes, called abank-
set, keeps track of each node’s karma, increasing it as
resources are contributed, and decreasing it as they are
consumed. Our framework is resistant to malicious at-
tempts by the resource provider, consumer, and a frac-
tion of the members of the bank set. We illustrate the ap-
plication of this framework to a peer-to-peer filesharing
application.

1 Introduction
Recent years have seen the introduction of peer-to-peer
systems, whose design relies centrally on exchange of
resources between peers. The utility of such systems is
proportional to the aggregate amount of resources that
the peers are willing to pool together. While many peer-
to-peer systems have implicitly assumed that peers will
altruistically contribute resources to the global pool and
assist others, recent empirical studies have shown that a
large fraction of the participants engage in freeloading:
20 to 40% of Napster and almost 70% of Gnutella peers
share little or no files [1, 2]. This is not surprising, since
there is little concrete incentive for peers to contribute
resources.

This paper outlines the design of a peer-to-peer sys-
tem that incentivizes participating nodes to contribute re-
sources to a global pool, and illustrates how this eco-
nomic framework can be used in a filesharing system.
Our system, called KARMA, is economic, that is, it
works by keeping track of the resource purchasing capa-
bility of each peer. Aresourcein KARMA can be any-

thing exchanged between two peers, such as files, mes-
sages, or the result of a computation. A single scalar
value, calledkarma, captures the amount of resources
that a peer has contributed and consumed, and represents
the user’s standing within the global system. Groups of
nodes, calledbank-sets, keep track of the karma belong-
ing to the users. A user is initially awarded a seed amount
of karma when he joins the system. The karma bal-
ance is adjusted upwards whenever the user contributes
resources, and downwards whenever he consumes re-
sources. A transaction is not allowed to proceed if the
resource-consumer has less karma than it takes to make
the payment for the resources involved. Thus, partici-
pants are ultimately forced to achieve parity between the
resources they contribute and those they consume.

The economic framework presented in this paper pro-
vides the properties of non-repudiation, certification, and
atomicity. That is, KARMA protects against malicious
providers that promise a resource but do not deliver it
completely, against malicious consumers that receive a
resource but claim that they did not, and against tran-
sient states of the system where participants can observe
intermediate states in the process of transferring karma
from one account to the other. KARMA uses an atomic
transaction scheme that provides the resource consumer
with the key to decrypt the resource simultaneously as it
provides the provider with a certificate of receipt. Also,
KARMA limits the effects of large-scale inflation and de-
flation by applying periodic corrections to the outstand-
ing karma in the system.

2 Overview
In this section, we describe the basic operation of
KARMA in the context of a file-sharing application.
While file-sharing is useful as a tangible example, we
note that the basic transfer protocols in KARMA can be
used equally well with other kinds of resources, such as
file blocks instead of whole files, messages in a publish-
subscribe system, or the results of a computation in a grid
computing system.

Three fundamental properties stemming from the peer-
to-peer domain guide the design of our system. First,
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since KARMA is designed to complement peer-to-peer
systems, the system itself needs to be completely dis-
tributed and require no centralized functionality or trust.
Second, since there are no failure-proof components in a
loosely-organized network of peers, account data needs
to be replicated, possibly extensively, to insure against
loss and tampering. Third, since a transaction system
needs to perform well, the coordination among the repli-
cas must be kept to a minimum. Karma’s design strives
to achieve these goals.

KARMA relies principally on replication to deter
nodes that might try to subvert the protocol. It assumes
that there are at leastk nodes in the system at all times,
and uses protocols to ensure that the system will operate
correctly unless a substantial fraction of these nodes are
malicious.

2.1 Maintenance of Bank-Set Information
KARMA maintains all of its internal state in a peer-to-
peer distributed hash table (DHT). The bank-setBankA
of a nodeA is a set ofk peers that independently maintain
the karma balance of that node. KARMA uses the dis-
tributed hash table to map nodes to bank-sets. Each par-
ticipant and each unique peer node are assigned a secure,
random identifier in a circular identifier space. Thek
closest nodes in the identifier space toHASH(nodeId(A))
constitute the bank-set ofA. While any other mapping
scheme can be used, this particular approach allows us
to layer our implementation on top of an existing DHT
like Pastry [3], whose security and resilience to attacks
is well-studied [4]. Pickingk consecutive hosts for the
bank-set allows the secure routing to the bank-set to be
performed efficiently.

Each member ofBankA stores the amount of karma
in A’s account, signed withA’s private key, as well as a
transaction log containing recent paymentsA has made
to other nodes. Signing of the balance byA ensures that

the value is tamper-resistant. The transaction log acts as
proof of A’s payment, and comes into play if the other
party in the transaction does not sendA the file for which
the payment was made. The bank-set corresponding to
each node also stores (i) the last usedsequence-number,
which is part of the message sent by a node authorizing
its bank-set to transfer karma from its account to the ac-
count of some other member, and (ii) the current epoch
number. Each epoch spans a fixed length of time, typi-
cally several months, and at the end of each epoch, cur-
rency adjustments are made so that the per-capita karma
in the system is roughly constant, as described in Section
2.3 on inflation and deflation. The sequence number used
by a node is incremented after each transaction, and elim-
inates the possibility of replay attacks. Figure 1 shows a
snapshot of KARMA.

2.2 Maintenance of File Information
Systems employing KARMA will need to provide their
own mechanisms for peering participants to exchange re-
sources, and to agree on a reasonable amount of karma
for the requested resource. While KARMA leaves this
decision entirely to KARMA-based applications, we il-
lustrate how a typical file transfer application is inte-
grated with KARMA. In a KARMA-based filesharing
system, each file is assigned afileId through some
consistent hashing mechanism. The node closest to the
fileId serves as a rendezvous point for people who are
offering and seeking that file. When a nodeA joins the
network, it publishes its identifier under thefileId of
each file it has available for downloads. A node seeking
to download a particular file acquires this list and initi-
ates an auction by asking providers to submit a karma
bid to transfer the file in question. It then selects the
lowest bidder, though other alternatives, such as second-
price auctions are also possible. To reduce communica-
tion overhead and ensure freshness, file advertisements
are lease-based and expire after a certain amount of time
unless refreshed.

2.3 Offsetting Inflation and Deflation
With time, the per-capita karma, i.e., the total karma di-
vided by the number of active users varies. It inflates
when nodes use up their money and leave the system,
and deflates when nodes accrue karma and leave. If un-
controlled, the value of a unit of karma could go out of
bounds. To prevent this, the outstanding karma in the
system is periodically re-valued so that the per-capita
karma is maintained at a constant level. TheCorrec-
tion Factor(ρ) applied to the karma is computed at the
end of every epoch, according toρ = Karmaold.Nnew

Karmanew.Nold
,

whereKarmaold is the total karma at the beginning of
this epoch andNold is the total active nodes at the begin-
ning of the epoch. At the end of an epoch, each node in
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a bank-set transmits to all nodes a message containing (i)
the number of nodes in the bank-set that went inactive in
this epoch and their unused karma balance, (ii) the num-
ber of new nodes that joined the system in this epoch.

When a node receives these messages from all nodes
in the system, it computes the current number of nodes in
the system (Nnew) and the current total karma in the sys-
tem (Karmanew). Using the previously stored values of
Karmanew andNnew, the node computes the adjustment
to be applied, applies it to accounts for which it is part of
the bank-set and increments the epoch number. Because
of the distributed nature of the correction, nodes could
be in different epochs at the same time. When two such
nodes engage in a transaction, appropriate currency con-
version is made to maintain consistency. E.g.: if the cor-
rection has been applied at the payee’s bank-set, but not
yet applied at the payer’s bank-set, the amount credited
to the payee is the amount paid by the payer scaled by the
correction factor. This scheme needsO(N2) messages to
be transmitted at the end of each epoch, whereN is the
number of nodes in the system, but since each epoch typ-
ically spans several months, the cost of the global cor-
rection does not lead to an unacceptable burden on the
network.

3 Initialization
This section describes how a new node becomes part
of KARMA. When a node enters the overlay, it has to
be assigned a bank-set. This assignment has to be per-
formed securely, as manipulating the bank-set assign-
ment may allow a node to adjust its karma balance at
will. A cryptographic puzzle ensures that the assign-
ment is random, and limits the rate at which a given
node can join the system. To join KARMA, each new
node selects a randomKpublic andKprivate key pair, and
a valuex such thatMD5(Kpublic) equalsMD5(x) in
the lowern digits, wheren is a parameter that can be
used to limit the difficulty of the puzzle. The nodeId is
then set toMD5(Kpublic, x), and the node certifies that
it completed this computation by encrypting challenges
provided by its bank-set nodes with its private key. Thus
each node is assigned an id beyond its immediate control,
and acquires a public-private key pair that can be used in
later stages of the protocol without having to rely on a
public-key infrastructure.

When nodeA enters the system, its corresponding
bank-set members check to see ifA was already a mem-
ber of the system by looking for an entry forA in their
databases. Each bank-set node sends to every other mem-
ber of the bank-set (i) a message withA’s account in-
formation signed byA and recent transaction history if
it finds A’s entry (ii) a message indicating thatA is a
new member if it does not find an entry. These messages

are signed by the private keys of the corresponding bank-
set members, and therefore cannot be forged. If a bank-
node receives more thank/2 such messages agreeing on
A’s balance and sequence number, it uses the indicated
balance forA. Otherwise, the bank-node initializesA’s
account with a system-wide constant amount, and a se-
quence number of zero. Consequently, the karma assign-
ment is persistent, and previous solutions to the crypto-
graphic puzzle cannot be reused to acquire new karma.

When a new nodeN comes up, it has to start func-
tioning as a bank node for all nodes whose bank-sets
now includeN . N contacts the relevant bank-nodes, and
obtains the required account balances using a majority
vote with signed data, similar to the procedure described
above. Note that non-malicious members of the bank-
set engaged in simultaneous karma transfers and are at
different stages of the protocol may legitimately disagree
on the current value of the account balance. Hence, if a
majority consensus on the balance and sequence number
is not reached, the newly joining node waits a period of
time before selectively polling that account value, until a
majority consensus is established.

Handling of a change in the bank-set due to a bank-
node failure is similar to the case when a new bank-node
comes in. When a bank-nodeP goes down, a new node
R becomes part of the bank-set. The underlying DHT
detectsP ’s failure, andR initiates a similar discovery
mechanism for accounts whose bank-sets now includeR.

4 The Karma-File Exchange
The karma exchange transaction forms the heart of our
system. Once a consumer nodeA selects a providerB
according to the procedure outlined in Section 2.2, the
file can exchange hands in return for karma. This ex-
change has to be karma-conserving and fair, that is, file-
receiverA’s account has to be decremented by the trans-
action cost and the file-providerB’s account incremented
by the same amount if and only ifB sendsA the required
file. This is ensured by first making a provable karma-
transfer fromA’s account toB’s account, and then mak-
ing a provable file-transfer fromB to A.

4.1 Karma Transfer
Throughout the Karma transfer protocol, each bank set
node acts independently of all other nodes in the same
bank set. KARMA takes advantage of the properties of
the credit/debit interface to tolerate temporary inconsis-
tencies between bank-set members. This obviates the
need for expensive Byzantine consensus protocols.

The karma transfer fromA to B is carried out in the
following fashion: (see Fig.2)A first sends toB a signed
message authorizingBankA to transfer a given amount
of karma toB. B forwards this message to its bank-set,
who contactBankA in turn. If A has sufficient karma
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Fig. 2: Karma-File exchange

in its account to fund the transaction, the amount is de-
ducted fromA’s account and credited toB’s account, and
B can proceed with the file-transfer toA. For security,
the protocol has to take care to see that every one of these
messages is authenticated. We now explain how this au-
thentication is carried out at each step of the protocol,
and how the protocol operates without the aid of expen-
sive agreement protocols among bank nodes.

The first transfer request sent byA includes the bal-
anceA would have at the end of the transaction, and
is signed usingA’s private key. The request includes a
unique sequence number to avoid message replay.

B forwards the request along with its own signed bal-
ance toBankB. EachBankB node then sends toBankA
queries that include the original transfer request sent by
A. BankA nodes check if the balance signed byA is in-
deed the valid balance ofA, and if so, reply toBankB
with positive acknowledgements.BankA nodes then
deduct the given amount fromA’s account, and inform
A of the transfer. BankB nodes that get a majority of
positive responses fromBankA credit the amount toB’s
account, and informB of the transfer.B can now pro-
ceed to transfer the given file toA.

Signing of balances by bothA andB maintains the
invariant that correctly functioning bank-nodes have the
latest signed bank-balances corresponding to each of
their client nodes, thus preventing malicious bank-nodes
from setting balances to arbitrary values.

At every stage of the protocol, bank nodes indepen-
dently decide whether to proceed with the transaction. It
is possible for a bank node to perceive transactions in a
different order from other members of the same bank-
set. Commutativity of addition guarantees that, once the
node stops initiating new transactions and messages have
propagated, bank members will agree on the same bank
account balance. This observation greatly simplifies the
KARMA protocol by obviating costly agreement proto-

cols, though it has a non-intuitive side-effect. A node’s
account balance at a particular bank-node may temporar-
ily dip below zero, only to be restored when a later credit
goes through. For instance, suppose a node with a zero
account balance provides a file fory karma, and pur-
chases a file forx karma, wherex < y. A bank-set
member that receives the debit forx before the credit
for y informs the corresponding bank-set that the trans-
action should not continue. But if it is overruled by a
majority of its own bank-set who perceived the credit be-
fore the debit, it goes through the protocol and locally
adjusts the account balance to be−x. This accounting
trick preserves commutativity when less thank/2 of the
hosts perceive a different event ordering than the major-
ity of the bank-set and allows the system to make forward
progress without blocking.

Since KARMA does not require any distributed coor-
dination between bank-set members, its performance is
determined by two factors: (1) the DHT lookup latency
for securely mapping a node to its bank-set, and (2) net-
work transmission overhead between ak to k mapping
of the provider’s and consumer’s bank-sets. We rely on
the scheme suggested in [4] to perform the mapping se-
curely, tolerating up to a fraction of malicious nodes in
the peer-to-peer system. The time required for karma
transfer is then reduced, since most messages are trans-
mitted directly between the communicating parties, by-
passing the overlay.

The preceding discussion outlined the basics of our
approach for accounting for resource usage and contri-
bution in a peer-to-peer system. By keeping track of a
virtual currency that corresponds to how well-behaved
users are, KARMA can force consumers to achieve par-
ity between resources they consume and provide. How-
ever, the KARMA system itself requires the participating
nodes to perform work on behalf of other nodes. In par-
ticular, each node is faced with the burden of following
the protocol and keeping track of account information on
behalf of other nodes for which it serves as a bank node.
From a game-theoretic perspective, there is no strong in-
centive for a node to follow the protocol, and KARMA
itself may suffer from freeloaders who keep accounts in
the system without shouldering its load!

Luckily, the economic framework KARMA imple-
ments offers a ready solution: KARMA can compen-
sate bank-set members for taking part in transactions by
awarding them with a small amount of karma. How-
ever, care must be taken to avoid two potential problems.
First, performing more than one transaction in response
to a single transaction will create a chain reaction and
grind the system to a halt. However, a suitable damp-
ening function, e.g. awarding nodes extra karma only
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after a node has performed104 transactions, can address
this problem. Second, providing extra karma to partici-
pants will violate the zero-sum properties of karma trans-
actions and exacerbate inflation. While KARMA has
mechanisms that compensate for with inflation over large
time frames, simply taxing the resource provider, or con-
sumer, or both, might be a simpler solution that preserves
the zero-sum property.

4.2 File Transfer
We use the Certified Mail Scheme [5] for a provable file
transfer mechanism. The proof of delivery here is the re-
ceipt for the delivery of the file signed with the receiver’s
private key. Briefly, the sender first sends the receiver the
file encrypted with a secret DES key, and then the sender
and the receiver run the protocol, through which the re-
ceiver gets the key to decrypt the file if and only if the
sender gets the required receipt. This transfer is carried
out directly between the two nodes involved, and not over
the overlay.

If nodeA makes a payment to nodeB for a certain file,
butB does not sendA the file,A informsBankA of this;
BankA talks toBankB, andBankB asksB to produce
the appropriate receipt. SinceB did not sendA the file,
it would not have the required receipt either; soBankB

would transfer the karma back fromB to A.
Note that the use of this mechanism is not limited to

file-sharing applications alone; it can be used in any sce-
nario where the required resource can be expressed as
a sequence of bytes. This sequence of bytes could be
the result of a computationally intensive function in a
grid-computing system. The same mechanism can still
be used to transfer the end result after the karma transfer.
The use of a currency independent of any single type of
resource enables KARMA to be incorporated into differ-
ent peer-to-peer applications.

5 Possible Attacks
We now present a list of possible attacks that can be
launched against the system, and describe how our sys-
tem handles these attacks.

Replay Attacks: Replay attacks are ruled out by the
use of sequence numbers and signatures when a node au-
thorizes its bank-set to transfer karma in the first step of
the karma transfer protocol, and the verification mecha-
nism employed by any bank-set when some other bank-
set wants to deposit karma.

Malicious Provider: A provider that accepts payment
but fails to complete the transaction can be contested, and
the karma repaid back to the consumer.

Malicious Consumer: A malicious consumer who
fraudulently claims that he did not receive services even
though he did is thwarted by the use of certificates. The
provider simply provides the certificate to his bank-set

when the transaction is complete.
Attacks against DHT routing: A faulty node that is

part of the path used to deliver a message sent by a non-
faulty node can attempt to disrupt message delivery by
dropping the message entirely, or by modifying the con-
tents of the message. Secure routing [4] , with the use of
appropriate signing of messages, ensures reliable mes-
sage delivery even when up to 25% of the nodes in the
system do not adhere to the prescribed routing protocol.

Corrupt Bank-set: A malicious attacker that acquires
a majority of a bank-set can manufacture any amount of
karma for the nodes that map to that particular bank-set.
The use of the secure entry algorithm, however, ensures
that targeting a bank-set is not feasible. Assume that an
attacker has compromised 10% of a106 node network.
Denoting byX the number of nodes controlled by the
attacker in agiven bank-set, we have:Exp(X) = 6.4,
and the probability of this attacker acquiring the major-
ity of a 64-member bank-set:P (X > 32) = P (X >

(1 + 4)6.4) < ( e4

55 )6.4 = 5.6 × 10−12. The probability
that the attacker controls the majority insome bank-set is
less than the above value multiplied by the total number
of bank-sets, i.e.,5.6×10−6. Therefore, the limiting fac-
tor to KARMA’s tamper-resilience lies in the p2p routing
substrate, and not in the higher level protocols.

Denial of Service Attack: Malicious nodes that send
dummy NACKs to break a karma-transfer are thwarted
by the checks employed to see if the NACKs originate
from the authentic bank-set.

Sybil Attacks: In a peer-to-peer domain without ex-
ternal identifiers, any node can manufacture any number
of identities [6]. This is a fundamental problem in any
P2P system. The use of an external identifier, such as
a credit card number or unique processor id, would ad-
dress this problem at the loss of privacy. We permit Sybil
attacks but limit the rate at which they can be launched
through our secure entry algorithm

6 Related Work
Fair-sharing of Resources in P2P Systems:Ngan et al
in [7] present a design that enforces fair-sharing in P2P
storage systems. Their goal is to ensure that the disk-
space a user is willing to put up for storing other users’
files is greater than the space consumed by the user’s files
on other disks. Whether a user is really storing the files
he says he is storing is verified by random audits. This
design makes use of the fact that the resource in con-
tention is spatial in nature: any user’s claim that he is
storing files for other users can be verified after the claim
is made. This design cannot be extended to the scenario
we are concerned with, namely the contention for tempo-
ral resources like bandwidth; here the resource contribu-
tion is not continuous across time.
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Micropayment Schemes: A number of micropay-
ment schemes [8] have been proposed to support
lightweight transactions over the internet, such as making
a small payment for accessing a page at a restricted site.
The primary aim of these schemes is to enable a level of
security commensurate with the value of the transaction,
while having almost negligible overhead. Some schemes
also provide a degree of anonymity to the parties in a
transaction via trusted common brokers. Unfortunately,
almost all of these schemes require a trusted centralized
server. Many micropayment schemes assume the exis-
tence of brokers that give out currency to users, and then
handle the deposit of currency from the vendors. These
assumptions of trusted parties do not translate well into a
peer-to-peer domain.

Microeconomic Models for Resource Allocation in
Distributed Systems: Various decentralized microeco-
nomic schemes have been proposed to solve resource al-
location problems such as load balancing and network
flow problems in computer systems [9]. The KARMA
economy presented in our paper is similar to the pricing
economic models proposed in these systems. In these
systems, different resource consumers and resource con-
sumers act as independent agents in a selfish manner to
maximize their respective utility values. The proposed
strategies that maximize individual utility values can be
overlaid on top of the KARMA economy as well.

Applying Mechanism Design to P2P systems:
Shneidman et al in [10] advocate the use of mechanism
design in p2p systems to make users behave in a globally
beneficiary manner. KARMA, by tracking each user’s
resource contribution, aims to do the same.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an economic framework for
discouraging freeloader-like behavior in a peer-to-peer
system, and provide the design of a file-sharing appli-
cation based on this framework. In this framework, each
node has an associated bank-set that keeps track of the
node’s karma balance, which is an indicator of its stand-
ing within the peer community. The bank-set allows a re-
source consuming operation by the node only if the node
has sufficient karma in its account to allow the operation.
Safeguards protect the system against malicious nodes
that may attempt to manufacture karma, acquire services
from peers without providing them with karma, or ac-
quire karma and refuse to provide services. Built on top
of a peer-to-peer overlay, the proposed design can com-
plement other peer-to-peer services and force nodes to
achieve a parity between the resources they provide and
the resources they consume.
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